Abstract. In ideal distributed network each node is in trust with all others. But in a real world there is no guarantee that all the nodes will operate with their prescribed rules. There might be ones which malfunction because of the incorrect internal object state and the ones which are infected by an external subject. These use cases reveal the need in trust policies utilized in the network. Because of the distributed nature of the system more effective security algorithm will be the one which implies the trust evaluation without centralized authorities. In this paper we investigate a possibility of developing the secure network where its actors can fully trust each other over the system Metrized Small World (MSW) from the Meralabs LLC.
Introduction
A Metrized Small World [1] is a scalable decentralized data storage model where the data units are dynamically consolidated into an overlay network in the form of a so called small world graph. This network is used to navigate through data units during search and new unit addition processes. Small world structures maintain a small average amount of links for every node, at the same time ensuring that every node is accessible from any other node in a small number of link steps. This means that no matter which data unit will be chosen as a start point of the search process, the result can be obtained in a small amount of steps compared to the size of the structure. To determine the right direction for search process and to create the structure where similar data units are properly clustered (cluster is a collection of objects which are "similar" among them and are "dissimilar" to the objects belonging to other clusters [2] ), a metric (proximity measure) between data units and queries is added to the small world graph resulting in a Metrized Small World data structure. By design it supports the extensibility because of utilizing the XML [3] in describing the data nodes and XLink [4] in specifying the links between them. This gives an opportunity to use the MSW as a base for a trust network by adding trust policies parameters to the nodes description. Under trustful network we mean the one which nodes are able to evaluate trustworthiness of other nodes, detect the malicious nodes and isolate them from the communications.
The one of the MSW applications is to store and share data. The data sharing requires defining the access rights. As the mentioned system is distributed the centralized administration is not efficient [5] or in some cases may not be easily deployed [6] , so the decentralized access control based on a level of trust between the items of the system might become a solution. The current research is aimed to investigate developing a trustful communication over the MSW system and to proof that the system will maintain its key features: extensibility and logarithmic search time. The importance of the research results is in that they should help to adopt the MSW system to the industrial needs.
The focus of this paper is to develop the algorithm of the trustful communication over the MSW system, to point the possible issues and limitations and to predict changing of the MSW system characteristics with introducing the trust properties to the search algorithm.
2. A relatively short path must exist between every two ADUs to ensure search in a small number of operations compared to the number of ADUs. 3. Any ADU must store a relatively small number of links so that the access to individual links will not present storage and search complexity problems in itself. There are also requirements pertaining to the method of construction of the structure rather than to the structure itself: addition of a new ADU must not require iteration over the whole set or a large subset of ADUs and reconfiguration of the links between previously added ADUs. The search operation prepends the addition and its key function is to compare ADUs. In the MSW there is a unified proximity measure between ADUs and between the search pattern and an ADU, called the semi-metric. The semi-metric is calculated between two arbitrary XML documents, i.e. either between the content of two ADUs or between the content of an ADU and the search pattern. The search pattern is considered to have the same structure as ADUs which are expected to match it with relevant XML elements or attributes set to specified values and irrelevant XML elements omitted from the pattern.
There three possible processes in the MSW structure [7] The second and the third processes depend on the first one; that is why the search operation is important to be secured in real world scenarios.
Trust Policies
Under securing the search we mean performing the operation where all involved parties trust each other. This is critical for establishing communication in the distributed environment because there are no central controlling nodes in the structure and multiple processes of adding new nodes and searching for existing data can be performed independently and simultaneously.
Before applying the trust to the communication in the Metrized Small World system we will define the trust in the following way: "trust is a level of likelihood with which an agent will perform a particular action before such action can be monitored and in a context in which it affects our own actions" [8] . There is a significant difference between what trust is based on in real life, and what it should be based on for the purpose of information security. Humans can be irrational, and so can trust. Irrational trust is not based on knowledge, but for example on faith. The right type of trust for distributed systems should be based on knowledge as much as possible [9] . We will define knowledge as information which can be used for a specific purpose. In this case we are interested in information which can be used for determining trustworthiness in a chosen category [10] . Any information which contributes to this task then becomes knowledge.
A user of a system can never obtain perfect knowledge of the system he uses nor of the threats, and he is therefore unable to exactly evaluate the system security. By gathering as much knowledge as one can about the system, a user will get an idea or a belief about the security, or in other words, a certain trust in the system. The trust thus reflects the user knowledge about the system security. Trust and security can be said to represent two sides of the same thing. Security reflects the idealistic side like, for example, formal modeling, design and development, or in short how we would like the systems to be in theory. Trust on the other hand reflects the realistic side of system knowledge taking into account that no formal model is perfect and those errors will always persist no matter how strict the design procedures are [9] .
Then we will formulate the terms used in the calculations of trust.
• Trust is a relationship established between two entities for a specific action. The first entity will be called the subject; the second entity will be the agent. We introduce the notation {subject: agent, action} to describe a trust relationship.
• Trust is a function of uncertainty. In particular, if the subject believes that the agent will perform the action for sure, the subject fully "trusts" the agent to perform the action and there is no uncertainty; if the subject believes that the agent will not perform the action for sure, the subject "trusts" the agent not to perform the action, and there is no uncertainty either; if the subject does not have any idea of whether the agent will perform the action or not, the subject does not have trust in the agent. In this case, the subject has the highest uncertainty.
• The level of trust can be measured by a continuous real number, referred to as the trust value.
Trust value should represent uncertainty.
• The subjects may have different trust values with the same agent for the same action. Trust is not necessarily symmetric. The fact that entity A trusts entity B does not necessarily means that B also trusts A. The concept of trust is the certainty of the subject about whether or not the agent will perform an action. Let T {subject: agent; action} denote the trust value of the trust relationship {subject: agent; action}, and P {subject: agent; action} denote the probability that the agent will perform the action in the subject's point of view. Information theory states that entropy is a nature measure for uncertainty [8] . Thus, we define the entropy-based trust value as: . This definition satisfies the following properties. When p = 1, the subject trusts the agent the most and the trust value is 1. When p = 0, the subject distrusts the agent the most and the trust value is -1. When p = 0.5, the subject has no trust in the agent and the trust value is 0. In general, trust value is negative for 0 0. 5 p and positive for 0.5 1 p . Trust value is an increasing function with p.
While the trust is propagated the uncertainty increases. This can be explained in the following way. When the subject establishes a trust relationship with the agent through the recommendation from a third party, the trust value between the subject and the agent should not be more than the trust value between the subject and the recommender as well as the trust value between the recommender and the agent: When the trust is propagated through different paths the trust is not reduced: if the subject receives the same recommendations for the agents from multiple sources, the trust value should be no less than that in the case where the subject receives less number of recommendations.
The trust based on multiple recommendations from single source should not be higher than that from independent sources. When the trust relationship is established jointly through concatenation and multipath trust propagation, it is possible to have multiple recommendations from a single source [11] . Since the recommendations from a single source are highly correlated, the trust built on them should not be higher than the trust built upon recommendations from independent sources.
In this paper we will operate with the methods for calculating trust via concatenation and multipath 41 propagation based on entropy. Such methods are referred to as trust models. In the entropy-based model the trust propagations are calculated directly from trust values defined in (1). For concatenation trust propagation shown in Fig. 1 (nodes A, B, C 
Implementing Trustful Communication
The original search algorithm in the MSW system is the following [12] :
The i is the current number of nodes in the system. The n is the number of algorithm steps per search query. We are going to search the node with the search pattern s v . In this algorithm every ADU has the ability to find any ADU. In other words, the search party can read the neighbor list and the contents of any ADU. To make the communication between the nodes trustful we propose to limit the availability of the neighbor list and all or some contents of an ADU based on the number of common ADUs between the search party and the examined ADU and the trust values to the search party stored in the common ADUs.
The search algorithm should be modified it in the following way:
The i is the current number of nodes in the system. The n is the number of algorithm steps per search query. We are going to search the node with the search pattern s v . In this model we expect the probability of successful strict search to be decreased in comparison with the 100% of the pure MSW. The search procedure will have several attempts n which finally will return the n or less resulted ADUs close to search pattern. There might be less resulted ADUs because some of the ADUs might share only the neighbor lists and only route the search queries though themselves. Such behavior is very common to real world because the requirements are not always strict and the products in the market do not always perfectly suit the requirements.
The precision of results of the search will be increasing while the ADUs will share more contents fields and open the neighbors list. There is a direct correlation between the search results precision and the trust level in the network. Such a system encourages nodes to act in a trustworthy manner to provide more accurate services [13] . The main goal is to save the log(O) average search time appropriate to the pure MSW, but to make the network as much secure as possible.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we address the Metrized Small World distributed data storage system in aspect of implementing the trust network over it, the principles and the main processes were investigated. The trust term and the entropy-based trust model were described, which will be utilized in the future calculations. In the simulation part of the paper we modified the search algorithm of the MSW by adding the trust related operations into it: managing access to different information based on the reputation of the search party. The assumption was made about the direct correlation between the search results precision and the trust level in the network. Limitation of the work is in the small amount of real-world data which might be utilized in the experiments. We used to fill the MSW storage system with items containing a random data. This is a fundamental research issue because the probability density function of the input data might strongly affect the resulted search time. In the future work we will need to obtain the test database with enough real-world information.
Another open research issue is in that we examined only one concept of trust -based on the entropy. Such approach does not handle the difference between the unexpected incorrect action and a harmful action. In the future work we will investigate more concepts of trust, for example, based on the previous transaction results history which will form a reputation of a party [8] or rendezvous based trust scheme which assumes sending two types of tickets, trust-request and computed-trust, which will meet in some common rendezvous node with certain probability [14] .
The direction of the future work will be focused on managing the two opposite characteristics of the network: the search results precision and the trust level between the parties; and we are going to proof that the average search time will remain logarithmic.
